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Abstract

Recently, the scheme of parallel downloading (PD)
has been adopted by a number of Internet file download-
ing applications. With the wide deployment of content
distribution networks and peer-to-peer networks, PD is
expected to be more commonly used for file distribution.
There have been experiments showing that PD results in
higher aggregated downloading throughput and therefore
shorter downloading time experienced by clients. However,
these experimental studies focused on the performance
experienced by a particular user and did not consider the
impact of PD on the network when it is largely deployed.
In this paper we present our efforts toward an in-depth
understanding of large-scale deployment of PD through
simulation and analysis. Our results suggest that while PD
may achieve a shorter downloading time, its impact on the
network and server is significant. Our analysis is also used
for network dimensioning and content distribution service
provisioning. We show that with proper admission control
and dimensioning, single-server downloading can perform
just as well as PD, without the complexity and overhead
incurred by PD.

Keywords – Parallel Downloading, CDN, Large File
Distribution, Network Dimensioning.

1 Introduction

Recently, the scheme of Parallel Downloading (PD) has
been adopted by a number of Internet file downloading ap-
plications. Under the PD scheme, a client requesting a file
will open concurrent connections to multiple senders, which
can be servers or peers, and different parts of the file will be
transmitted from the senders to the client. There have been
experiments showing that PD results in higher aggregated
downloading throughput and therefore shorter downloading

�This work has been supported in part by a grant from the e-Enterprise
Center at Purdue University.

time experienced by the clients [11, 12] at the expenses of
more signalling due to the need to coordinate the servers.
With the wide deployment of content distribution networks
(CDNs) and peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, PD is expected
to be more commonly adopted for file distribution, espe-
cially when the volume of a file is large. The introduction
of Tornado Code [1, 2] popularizes the use of PD, as Tor-
nado Code reduces the requirement for coordination among
servers (and hence for signalling).

Previous work on parallel downloading has focused
on downloading time experienced by an individual client.
There has been no performance study on parallel down-
loading when it is used by a large number of clients. As
a result, we cannot conclude if PD is a good scheme based
on previous work. In fact, there are two common but con-
flicting views: the first view is that parallel downloading
is generally effective because it speeds up downloading by
exploiting the servers' capacity in a more balanced fashion.
However, the other opinion is that parallel downloading is
no better, if not worse, than the single-server downloading
scheme, because the downloading time reduction will be-
come less significant if every client chooses to perform PD.
It is also not clear what is the trade-off between average
downloading time experienced by each client and the over-
all request blocking rate. Unfortunately, previous experi-
mental studies did not answer these fundamental questions.

We believe that to answer these questions, rigorous an-
alytical models are needed, which capture the relation be-
tween key system parameters and performance metrics. In
this paper we present our efforts toward an in-depth under-
standing of PD, especially in comparison with traditional
downloading from single server (SD). We propose analyt-
ical models, which will be applied to guide decisions in
content distribution service provisioning – for example, we
want to answer the following questions: Which scheme to
adopt (PD or SD)? How many servers should be used? How
many concurrent sessions should be allowed per server?
How large should be the capacity of the link connecting a
server to the network?

In the following section we will review previous works
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on PD. We present our analytical models and compare re-
sults from our model to simulation results in Section 3. In
Section 4, we apply our analytical models to practical net-
work design problems including network dimensioning and
admission control. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

The idea of parallel access to multiple CDN servers
has been proposed in the recent literature as an empiri-
cal technique. In [12], Rodriguez and Biersack study a
dynamic parallel-access scheme to access multiple mirror
servers. In their study, a client downloads files from mir-
ror servers residing in a wide area network. They show that
their dynamic parallel downloading scheme achieves signif-
icant downloading speedup with respect to a single server
scheme. However, they only study the scenario where one
client uses parallel downloading. The authors fail to ad-
dress the effect and consequences when all clients choose to
adopt the same scheme. Other works [8, 11, 16] on paral-
lel downloading provide experimental results on the perfor-
mance gain from an individual client' s standpoint, without
addressing the impact if all clients use parallel download-
ing. In addition, their results are drawn from experiments
under specific system setup and parameters. In our study,
we will investigate the effectiveness of parallel download-
ing assuming wide adoption of the scheme. Furthermore,
we will perform rigorous analysis to compare the perfor-
mance of parallel downloading and traditional downloading
from a single server.

In order to perform parallel access to multiple servers,
the client must either determine the part of the document
it needs from each of the servers, or encode the document
such that it requires less synchronization between client and
servers. Nebat and Sidi in [10] consider the scenario where
`packets' are requested from multiple servers, and analyze
the amount of client-side buffer required to handle the par-
allelism. Byers et al. propose a new coding scheme, Tor-
nado Code [1, 2], which works like FEC but with a lower
computation complexity to minimize the need for coordi-
nation between servers. The advantage of using Tornado
Code is that clients receiving data from multiple servers do
not need complicated signaling to determine how much and
what data to expect from each server contrary to [12]. A
client can simply tell the servers to stop once it receives
`enough' encoded data segments to reconstruct the file. The
down side of Tornado Code is that client must buffer all the
data before being able to reconstruct the file. All works sug-
gest that parallel downloading incurs non-trivial overhead
(either synchronization overhead or coding/decoding over-
head), and that parallel downloading should be adopted only
if it improves the downloading performance significantly.
We will show in Section 4 that with a properly dimensioned

Notation Definition

Cin In-bound bandwidth of each client.
Cout Outgoing bandwidth of each server.
� Arrival rate of file requests.
F Average size of files being distributed.
K Number of servers.
N Limit on the number of simultaneous

connections per server.
D Average downloading time achieved by

the system
PB Blocking rate achieved by the system

Table 1. Definitions of system parameters in
the system model

CDN, parallel downloading is not the clear winner in terms
of performance, overhead, and resource consumption.

3 Models for Downloading Systems

In this section, we derive an abstraction for modelling
parallel downloading. We want to understand how the key
system parameters impact the system performance, includ-
ing the average file downloading time, and the downloading
request blocking rate. The system parameters are listed in
Table 1. We will conduct a comparison study on PD and SD
based on these models. The analytical results will help de-
termining the optimal tunable parameters and the expected
performance under different system configurations.

Before describing our models, we will first state the as-
sumptions about the file downloading system. We consid-
ered a homogeneous environment in which each client has
an incoming capacity of Cin and each of the K servers has
an outgoing capacity of Cout, where Cout � Cin. We
assume that each server has its outgoing capacity equally
shared by all active connections at any time, i.e., processor
sharing is used. The intermediate network is assumed to be
bottleneck-free. The bottleneck is either the server' s outgo-
ing or the client' s incoming link. We also assume that the
arrival rate of requests follows a Poisson process and that a
client has at most one download going on at a given time,
i.e., the population of clients is infinite.

For a parallel downloading scheme using K servers, the
client is requesting ��K of the file from each of the K
servers. This scheme is not in general the most efficient way
to download a file from multiple servers, but it allows us
to come up with closed-form results. In the homogeneous
case, it is equivalent to the scheme where theK servers use
Tornado code and send data till they receive a stop message
from the client. For SD, the server selection policy used in
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the study is round-robin. It can be shown that, under our
homogeneous network model, round-robin yields the min-
imum downloading time by selecting the server with min-
imum remaining work. For PD, a new client is connected
to all K servers. For both schemes, each server has a limit
on the number of concurrent connections N . A request for
a download session is considered blocked in SD if each of
the K servers has N active connections. For PD, if a re-
quest arrives whenN clients are in the system (each of them
connected to all K servers), the request is blocked. Any
blocked request is considered lost. There is no retry mech-
anism and we assumed that the time for admission process
is negligible.

We will compare PD and SD in terms of downloading
time and request blocking rate. It is important to note that
PD is significantly more difficult to manage (even if Tor-
nado code is used) and hence its use would only make sense
if PD yields much better performances than SD.

In [7] and [13] it has been shown that the mean response
time of a processor-sharing system with Poisson arrivals is
independent of the service time distribution and only de-
pends on the mean service time. This result gives us free-
dom to choose any distribution for the file size (as long as
it has a finite and deterministic mean). We have chosen the
distribution to be exponential with mean size F to facili-
tate our analysis. The average downloading time is defined
to be the average time between a request is made (and ac-
cepted) and that particular request is finished. The blocking
rate is defined to be the ratio of rejected requests to the total
number of requests. These two metrics will be the major
performance metrics of interest throughout the paper.

Under these assumptions, we can use birth-death pro-
cesses to model the two schemes. For SD, we will model
the system asK identical queues, each being a M/G/1/N/PS
with an arrival rate of ��K and each request will receive
an exponentially distributed amount of data with mean size
F before leaving the system. Similarly, PD is also mod-
elled by K identical queues, except the arrival rate for
each queue is � and each request will require an exponen-
tially distributed amount of data with mean F�K. We will
only study one of the K queues for both SD and PD. The
detailed arrival/service rates and stationary distribution of
these birth-death processes, as well as the closed-form ex-
pressions for average downloading times (D) and blocking
rates (PB) are derived as follows. We denote �i and �i as
the birth rate and death rate respectively out of state i. The
system is in state i if the number of sessions in the queue
under study is i. When i clients share a server' s outgoing
link, each of them will get ��i of the link' s capacity, or the
incoming capacities of their own, whichever smaller. This
is equivalent to say that when the systems in state i, each
client will receive minfCin� Couti g amount of capacity.

For SD:

�
�i �

�
K

�i �
i�minfCin�

Cout
i

g

F

Pi � �
�

K
�i�

�Qi

j�� �j
�P� (1)

Since
PN

i�� Pi � �, we have

P� � �� �
NX
i��

�
�

K
�i�

�Qi

j�� �j
����

Therefore, the average downloading time of SD will be

D �

PN

i�� iPi
��� � PN �

(2)

with Pi' s from (1), and the blocking rate of SD, which is
equal to PN , will be

PB �
� �
K
�N � �Q

N
j�� �j

�

� �
PN

i���
�
K
�i� �Q

i
j��

�j
�

(3)

Similarly, for PD:��
�

�i � �

�i �

�
i�Cin
F

if � � i � �
K�Cout

F
if � � i � N

where � � K�Cout
Cin

, we have

Pi �

��
�

� �
i�
�� �F
Cin

�iP� if � � i � �

� �
��
�� �F
Cin

��� �F
KCout

�i��P� if � � i � N

� otherwise
(4)

� P� � �

�X
i��

�
�

i�
��
�F

Cin
�i�

NX
i����

�
�

��
��
�F

Cin
���

�F

KCout
�i�����

Therefore, the average downloading time for PD will be

D �

PN

i�� iPi
��� � PN �

(5)

with Pi' s from (4), and the blocking rate for PD will be

PB �
� �
��
�� �F
Cin

��� �F
KCout

�N��P�

i���
�

i�
�� �F
Cin

�i �
PN

i�����
�

��
�� �F
Cin

��� �F
KCout

�i��

(6)
It can be shown that for the same set of parameters, the

blocking rate of SD is never higher than that of PD, based
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Figure 1. Comparison between simulation
and analysis for (a) SD on D; (b) SD on PB;
(c) PD on D; and (d) PD on PB

on equations (3) and (6); and that the average downloading
time of PD is never larger than that of SD, based on equa-
tions (2) and (5).

We perform simulations on SD and PD using a fixed file
sizeF (to check the insensitivityof the results to the file size
distribution) with the following network parameters: Cin �
���kbps, Cout � ��Mbps, F � ���MBytes, N � ���,
� � �

��
requests/second and K varying. The simulation

results, which are shown in Figure 1, match our analysis
very well for both SD and PD, and confirm the insensitivity
to the file size distribution and the preciseness of our model.

There are some fundamental properties derived from the
analytical models that are noteworthy. The following propo-
sitions summarize the observations:

Proposition 3.1 The minimum downloading time achiev-
able by each scheme is F�Cin, and a sufficient condition
to achieve this minimum is when N � Cout�Cin for SD
and N � KCout�Cin for PD.

Proof. The inbound capacity of each client is Cin, so the
minimum time to download F will be F�Cin. For SD,
when x clients are connected to a server, the capacity that
each client will receive is minfCin� Coutx

g, and Cout

x
is min-

imum when x � N . Therefore, if

Cin �
Cout
N

� N � Cout�Cin

each client will receive exactlyCin amount of capacity from
the server, and be able to download the file in F�Cin time.
Similarly for PD, when N � KCout�Cin, each client will
receive Cin amount of capacity from the server and experi-
ence minimum downloading time. �

Corollary 3.1 If N � Cout

Cin
for SD (or N � KCout

Cin
for

PD), when the system does not accept requests it still has
unused capacity.

Proof. For SD, assume N � Cout�Cin. When a server is
full, i.e.,N clients are connecting to the server concurrently,
the server will block further request. The server capacity in-
use is

N � Cin � �Cout�Cin� � Cin � Cout

which proves our claim. The proof for PD is similar and
will be omitted. �

Corollary 3.1 shows that, if K servers are deployed in
the system, lettingN to be less than the critical value of the
respective scheme will cause the under-utilizationof servers
and is a waste of server capacity. Hence when Cout

Cin
is large,

N could become an issue in that having an acceptable N ,
which is greater than the critical value, could be expensive
or infeasible. We will denote the critical values Cout�Cin
as NC

SD
and KCout�Cin as NC

PD
in the rest of the paper.

Proposition 3.2 For SD and PD, if � � �F

KCout
� �, PB is

strictly greater than 0 for any finite N .

Proof. It can be shown that the blocking rate is a non-
increasing function of N given other parameters are fixed,
and we can rewrite equation (3) (and 6) as:

PB � �
P�
PN

�
P�
PN

� � � ��
PN��
PN

� ���� (7)

When � � �, PN � Pi for all i � N . Therefore, Pi

PN
� �

for all i �� N , and

PB �
�

N � �
� �

�

Here � can be viewed as the load of the system, as �F
is the data request rate and KCout is the total capacity of
the system. We will use this definition of � in the rest of the
paper.

Corollary 3.2 If � � �, PB could be made arbitrarily
small by increasing N .

Proof. By letting N in Equation (3) and (6) go to infinity,
when � � �, PB � PN � �. �

These propositions have significant influences on system
dimensioning as discussed next.
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4 Performance Evaluation

In the models we presented in Section 3, with given
Cin, Cout, and �, which represent the physical link capac-
ities and the request rate, it is clear that different settings
of K and N will lead to different performance of SD and
PD. These results allow CDN providers to properly dimen-
sion the network, and select the corresponding downloading
scheme (PD or SD) under different constraints. In prac-
tice, the number of servers K is constrained by cost while
the value of N is constrained by server resources such as
server memory and CPU. In this section we use our analyti-
cal models to provide a guideline to dimension the network
resources so that we can improve the cost-effectiveness of
CDN. We consider the scenario when CDN providers want
to decide the number of servers and the scheme given target
values for D and PB, and the scenario when the number of
servers is fixed and a certain target performance is desired
for PB and we want to minimize D. For the later case, we
consider both situations when N is limited and N is not
limited.

4.1 Network Dimensioning

We consider the following dimensioning problem. For a
given scheme:

min K

s. t. D � D
t

PB � P
t

B

where D
t

and P t

B
denote the target average downloading

time and the target blocking rate respectively. This scenario
corresponds to the case in which CDN providers try to de-
termine the number of servers to deploy in a service area as
a function of a target average downloading time and a tar-
get blocking rate assuming that they have a good estimate
of � and F . A dimensioning example for this scenario is
presented in Figure 2.

The network parameters we have chosen are: Cin �

���kbps, Cout � ��Mbps, F � ���MBytes, and � �
�

��
requests/second. In this scenario, we consider N un-

bounded. Target blocking rate is set at 5% and the minimum
possibleK as a function of the target average downloading
time is shown in Figure 2(a). The corresponding values of
N required to achieve such performance are shown in Fig-
ure 2(b). We will denote these two values as Kmin and N�

respectively for a given pair (D
t

, P t

B
) . Figure 2(c) and 2(d)

show the case for P t

B
set at 1%.

For a fixed set of network parameters and K, there is
a minimum achievable blocking rate for both SD and PD
which can be found by lettingN in Equations (3) or (6) go
to infinity. This property comes from the fact that PB is a
non-decreasing function of N . Therefore, by determining
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Figure 2. Network Dimensioning with different
D
t

and P t

B
: (a) Kmin for P t

B
�5%; (b) Corre-

sponding N� for P t

B
� 5%; (c) Kmin for P t

B
�

1%; (d) Corresponding N� for P t

B
� 1%

a P t

B
, the lower bound of Kmin is also determined. The

remaining question is with such Kmin, whether D
t

can be
achieved by changing the value of N . For example, in the
case where network parameters are specified as above, we
have computed the lower bound of PB achievable by SD
and PD for K � �, they are both about 0.1 and those for
K � � are both 0. This suggests that for any P t

B
less than

10%, at least 7 servers will be needed.
Figure 2(a) shows that for P t

B
�5%, the minimum num-

ber of servers required will be 7 for both SD and PD, even
if D

t

is set to its minimum possible (F�Cin). Since re-

laxing the requirement of D
t

can only reduce Kmin, and
Kmin has reached its lower bound in this case, further re-
laxing D

t

will have no effect on Kmin. On the other hand,
in Figure 2(c) where the P t

B
is 1%, 7 servers are not enough

to meet a D
t

of F�Cin and from our computation we find
that 8 servers will be needed. The value of Kmin decreases
to its lower bound of Kmin � � when we relax D

t

require-
ment to about 125% of F�Cin. SD and PD require the same
number of servers to achieve the targets.

Figures 2(b) and 2(d) present N� as a function of D
t

.
N� is the number of concurrent sessions each server should
be able to accommodate in order to allow the system to
reach the targets with Kmin servers. As we can see, the
value of N� for SD and PD are significantly different
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for the same target values. SD requires an N� of about
Cout�Cin � NC

SD
, while PD requires an N� of about

KCout�Cin � NC

PD
. It is possible for the values of N�

for PD to be less than NC

PD
, which is shown in the fig-

ures. However, from Corollary 3.1, setting any value of N
less than NC

PD
will cause the under-utilization of servers

and may create unnecessary blocking, so for any PD sys-
tem withK servers, having an N value less than NC

PD
will

be a waste of resources.
Figure 2 shows that the values of N� are equal to NC

of the respective schemes, meaning that for the same net-
work setting, deploying PD will requires Kmin times more
resources on each server than deploying SD since NC

PD
�

K � NC

SD
. The difference in server resource requirement

for each server is significant even though both schemes re-
quire similar number of servers. This observation holds re-
gardless of the values of �, Cout, Cin, and other network
parameters. If the overhead and complexity that PD im-
poses are also considered, SD appears to be a much better
candidate.

4.2 Server Resource Dimensioning

We now consider the scenario where K, the number of
servers, is fixed. This corresponds to the case where a cer-
tain number of CDN servers are already deployed, and the
goal is to dimension N , the amount of server resources,
such that the network performance is optimized. The prob-
lem can also be viewed as an admission control problem,
where the network needs to limit the number of concurrent
connections in order to achieve the desired system perfor-
mance. We formulate the problem as follows:

min D
s. t. PB � P t

B

with K, �, F and Cout

Cin
fixed. In Section 4.2.1, N is un-

bounded while in Section 4.2.2, N is bounded by Nmax,
which adds a constraint to our optimization problem. The
system parameters used in both sections are the same as be-
fore, and the value of K is fixed at 6 (� � �) and 7 (� � �).
In general, � � � indicates the network is not well dimen-
sioned. This situation can happen, but it is highly undesir-
able.

4.2.1 When N is unbounded

Figure 3(a) shows the minimum mean downloading time as
a function of P t

B
with K � �. The first observation is that

there is a small difference between SD and PD when P t

B
is

low, and the two schemes yield similar results when P t

B
is

larger than 5%. The difference becomes insignificant when
K is larger, or in other words, � is much smaller than 1.
PD has a slight advantage in terms of performance when �
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Figure 3. (a)MinimumD as a function of P t

B
for

K = 7; (b) Corresponding N; (c) Same scenario
as (a) for K = 6; and (d) Corresponding N

is close to 1 (� � ���� in this case) and the target perfor-
mance criteria is tight. When � is small (less than 0.9), the
performance of SD and PD are not significantly different
even with a tight target. Figure 3(b) shows the correspond-
ing minimum server resources N� required to achieve such
performance. Like the network dimensioning problem, PD
requires an N� that is K times larger than that of SD to
achieve the same target. This minimum value of N�, even
though less than NC

PD
, is not a realistic minimum as dis-

cussed in the previous section. Fixing any value of N less
than NC of the corresponding scheme makes the servers
under-utilized and will not enhance performance.

For the case where � is greater than 1, which is shown in
Figure 3(c), there exists a range of target blocking rates that
are not achievable due to capacity limitation, which means
the lower bound of blocking rate achievable is greater than
zero for the particular K. Also, regardless of the choice of
N , as long as it is larger thanNC and is finite, the blocking
rate will remain the same. With this property, we can di-
mension the system to provide an arbitrary low download-
ing time, which cannot be less than the minimum possible,
with the same blocking rate. The best strategy is to limitN
toNC of the scheme of choice such that the blocking rate is
indifferent and the average downloading time is guaranteed
minimum possible (Proposition 3.1).

Considering the fact that the requirement of server re-
sources for PD is higher than that for SD by an order of K,
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as well as the potential overhead imposed by PD, the choice
of downloading scheme in this scenario should be SD.

4.2.2 When N is bounded

Now we consider the following optimization problem:

min D
s. t. PB � P tB

N � Nmax

with K, �, F and Cout

Cin
fixed. Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show

the average downloading and blocking rate achievable with
6 servers (� � �) with varying N . For SD, PB reaches
its minimum approximately at N � ��� � NC

SD
and D

starts to increase at the same value of N . The floor for PB
has been explained in the previous section, and the increase
ofD asN increases is a consequence of such phenomenon.
As a result, increasingN will decrease the capacity received
by each client and thus increase the service time. The same
behavior is also observed in PD, except it happens at N �

��� � NC

PD
. Figure 4(c) and 4(d) show the case for K

= 7, in which � � �, and again PB reaches minimum at
the a similar value of N (� NC) for both SD and PD. The
increase of D does not happen in this case, mainly due to
the fact that the expected number of concurrent clients is
finite (because � � �), which is less than N . Therefore, the
increase of N will not allow more clients into the system.
So the value of N , does not make a different in terms of
system performance for � � �, as long as it is greater than
NC of the respective downloading scheme.

From the above observation we can conclude that, when
� � �, the bound on N will not make any difference as
long as it is greater than NC of the chosen downloading
scheme, and there will be no performance improvement by
forcing N to reach its upper bound. Conversely, when � �
�, if the bound forN is greater than NC , admission control
should be performed so that the value of N is limited to
NC , otherwise system performance will begin to degrade
with the increment of N .

In this scenario, we again see that SD and PD performs
similarly, but PD requires more server resources as in the
previous cases. This observation, like what we have in
Section 4.1, holds regardless of the values of the network
parameters. Therefore, after considering all scenarios pre-
sented in this section, it is reasonable to conclude that SD
is a more appropriate scheme to deploy for large file down-
loading.

5 Conclusion

Parallel downloading (PD) has been adopted recently in
some Internet file downloading systems, and is expected to
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Figure 4. Performance of SD and PD as a func-
tion of N: (a) D when K =6; (b) PB when K=6.
(c) and (d) are the counterparts when K = 7.

be more commonly adopted with the increasing deployment
of CDN and peer-to-peer networks. The work reported in
this paper was initiated by the lack of an in-depth analysis
of the system performance and the impact on the whole sys-
tem of such a popular scheme. In this paper, we have built
mathematical models for both PD and single server down-
loading (SD), and we have applied the models to address
practical problems such as network dimension and admis-
sion control. It should be noticed that our conclusions are
drawn based on a homogeneous network scenario and on
the average downloading time. For heterogeneous scenar-
ios where clients have different connectivity, average down-
loading time may not be a suitable performance metric to
study.

We have shown in the paper that SD and PD, if adopted
on a properly dimensioned network, perform similarly in
terms of average downloading time and blocking rate. How-
ever, we conclude that SD is a better candidate scheme than
PD because PD requires more server resources to achieve a
similar performance as SD, and the scheme itself imposes
complexities and overhead in synchronization, buffering,
re-sequencing, etc. This does not happen with SD. The re-
sult shows that PD is not necessarily such a great scheme to
adopt.

When the servers are constrained in terms of number of
concurrent sessions that they can serve, we have shown that
admission control should be deployed to prevent unneces-
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sary system degradation. We have presented in the paper
that if the number of servers is limited, the system should
limit the number of users regardless of the downloading
scheme. This admission control process will prevent the
average downloading time from rising without increasing
the blocking rate.
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